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Abstract

By bringing computing capacity from a remote cloud environment closer to the user, fog

computing is introduced. As a result, users can access the services from more nearby com-

puting environments, resulting in better quality of service and lower latency on the network.

From the service providers’ point of view, this addresses the network latency and congestion

issues. This is achieved by deploying the services in cloud and fog computing environments.

The responsibility of service providers is to manage the heterogeneous resources available in

both computing environments. In recent years, resource management strategies have made

it possible to efficiently allocate resources from nearby fog and clouds to users’ applications.

Unfortunately, these existing resource management strategies fail to give the desired result

when the service providers have the opportunity to allocate the resources to the users’ ap-

plication from fog nodes that are at a multi-hop distance from the nearby fog node. The

complexity of this resource management problem drastically increases in a MultiFog-Cloud

environment. This problem motivates us to revisit and present a novel Heuristic Resource Al-

location and Optimization algorithm in a MultiFog-Cloud (HeRAFC) environment. Taking

users’ application priority, execution time, and communication latency into account, HeR-

AFC optimizes resource utilization and minimizes cloud load. The proposed algorithm is

evaluated and compared with related algorithms. The simulation results show the efficiency

of the proposed HeRAFC over other algorithms.

Keywords: Fog computing, cloud computing, resource management, resource allocation,

MultiFog-Cloud, heuristic algorithm
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1. Introduction

In a bottom-up approach, the Fog Node (FN) receives the users’ requests consisting of

multiple tasks. FN may process some tasks of a request and offload others to the cloud

environment based on the resource availability at the FN, the Service Level Agreement

(SLA), the priority of the user or request, and other Quality of Service (QoS) requirements.

However, in a top-down approach, the resource availability in the cloud environment is first

checked to execute the tasks. Following this, the rest of the tasks of a user’s request are

assigned to the available resources at FN [1, 2]. Both approaches differ based on what

environment is given higher preference while allocating the resource to the users’ request.

Resource in this context refers to CPU, memory, storage, processing capability, etc., of the

servers and bandwidth and transmission latency of the network.

The current architectures consist of multiple users at the bottom layer, served by single

FN at the fog layer (middle layer) and a single cloud at the top of the hierarchy [3, 4, 5].

The FNs are consisting of less amount of computing and storage resource. On the other

hand, from the user’s perspective, the resource availability at the cloud is generally con-

sidered as infinite, thanks to the underlined virtualization technology and other resource

management tools. Management of the entire lifecycle of such diverse computing environ-

ments with different sets of resource capacity, configurations and characteristics is refereed

to as heterogeneous resource management [6]. The heterogeneous resource management for

single FN and single cloud environments is crucial especially while hosting the user’s request.

Inefficient management may lead to resource unavailability at FN, prohibiting the task from

being deployed on FN. Several approaches, such as Integer Linear Programming (ILP) [4],

heuristic approach, genetic algorithm, game theory [5], etc., have been investigated recently

to optimize resource utilization. This resource management problem becomes more complex
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when the multiple interconnected FNs are introduced at the middle layer of the hierarchy,

as shown in Figure 1a [7]. This paper addresses the resource allocation and optimization

problem in the above-mentioned multiFog-Cloud environment.
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(a) Abstract view of MultiFog-Cloud
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Figure 1: Example of MFC and user’s application.

1.1. Motivation and Contribution

The existing mechanisms classify the application tasks into two groups: tasks for fog

environment and tasks for the cloud environment, based on the resource demand, task type,

priority, deadline of the application task, etc. As per the classification result, tasks are

deployed and the resources are allocated to the tasks either from nearby fog or the cloud

system. For example, in the case of real-time video streaming analysis in smart city, the raw

video is preprocessed in the nearby fog computing node. Further, the preprocessed video is

forwarded to cloud for in-detail processing, indexing and time-stamping of the video, which

can be stored and accessed in future across the globe. In this fog-cloud architecture, single

FN and one or more cloud providers are involved.

The above fog-cloud architecture works efficiently as the multiple FNs across the street

are deployed to handle the growing demand. However, due to uneven workload demand

among the FNs in the city, some tasks may get rejected by the FNs at the city center and

the request may get forwarded to the cloud. In such case, it is hard to maintain the QoS and

the service provider may violate the Service Level Agreement (SLA). On the other hand, the

resources of the FNs that receive less number of demand, remain underutilized, resulting
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in lesser revenue for the service provider. Here, revenue refers to the monetary income

generated from the service provider’s business. In order to maintain the higher revenue, the

service provider may increase the service cost affecting the users’ QoE. This motivates us to

revisit the resource allocation problem in a fog-cloud environment with the goal to maximize

the resource utilization of the FNs.

In order to address above research issues and be able to provide services in a real-time

manner by the fog-cloud computing environment, in this paper, we attempt to modify the

existing fog-cloud computing model. This is done via establishing the communication among

the FNs through Fog-Cloud Interface (FCI), as shown in Figure 1a. The scope of this paper

is to meet the following main goals which are summarized as follows:

• Design a novel resource allocation strategy for MFC environment and multi-task user

application.

• To optimize the resource utilization by allowing the tasks to be placed onto nearby

FNs that are at multi-hop distance.

• To design and evaluate the performance of an algorithm to decide the order of process-

ing and assigning the tasks onto MFC environment by considering the tasks’ topology

and their resource demand.

Based on the motivation and the goals mentioned above, the main contributions in this

paper can be summarized as follows:

• An architecture for the multifog-cloud is designed that allows application tasks to be

forwarded to other FNs at multi hop distance, thus reducing the workload on the

cloud.

• The problem of resource allocation in multifog-cloud scenario is formulated as Integer

Linear Programming (ILP) model. FNs located at multi-hop distances can also han-

dle the users’ requests, which complicates the problem when the different FCIs have

different communication capabilities.
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Table 1: List of Acronyms

Acronym Description Acronym Description
CPS Cyber Physical System QoS Quality of Service
DAG Directed Acyclic Graph SFC Service Function Chain
FCI Fog-Cloud Interface SLA Service Level Agreement
FN Fog Node VM Virtual Machine
ILP Integer Linear Programming WMD Weighted Multi-Dimensional
IoT Internet of Things LIFO Last-In-First-Out
MFC MultiFog-Cloud FCFS First Come, Fist Served
QoE Quality of Experience

• The physical infrastructure of multifog-cloud is modeled using graph theory.

• A novel dedicated heuristic algorithm is designed for placement of the application tasks

in multifog-cloud scenario.

• We exhibit the performance of proposed algorithms in improving fog and cloud comput-

ing resource utilization, network utilization, latency improvement, and other system

parameters through extensive simulation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief summary of recent

related articles is presented. In Section 3, the system model on the users’ application and

physical infrastructure is presented. Section 4 presents the formulation of resource allocation

problem in single-Fog single-cloud environment, where the user’s tasks are deployed either in

nearby FN or in cloud node. This followed by Section 5, formulation of resource allocation

problem in Multi-Fog Cloud environment, where user’s tasks will have more options to be

deployed. Considering the model, a heuristic resource allocation strategy is presented in

Section 6 followed by the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm in Section 7.

The concluding remarks and the scope of the future work are presented in Section 8. The

list of acronyms that are used in this article is given in Table 1.

2. Related Works

In this section, the recent related research articles are reviewed and presented taking dif-

ferent aspects into account. The resource management problem of fog and cloud computing

is addressed in general, such as in [8, 1, 9, 10, 11, 2].
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2.1. Resource management in fog-cloud

Authors in [4, 5] address the resource allocation problem with the objective to reduce

the computation energy and the delay. The proposed computation offloading scheme in [4]

allows multiple end-users to transmit the data to the same nearby FN. However, the proposed

algorithm may not be suitable when the cloud and fog environments are combined. Similarly,

in [5] the game theory approach is followed to allocate the fog-cloud resources among IoT

users with the goal to maximize the number of users, energy cost and the overall delay.

The same resource allocation problem can also be seen and approached by using priced

timed Petri nets method, as in [12], which predicts the task completion time and proactively

allocate the resource in a dynamic manner considering both the monetary cost and task

completion cost. The major pitfall of above resource allocation mechanisms is their inability

to handle multi fog scenario. At a higher level of resource management problem, authors in

[13] proposed a resource identity management strategy considering fog and cloud computing

environment. This would help the system administrator to manage not only the cloud

resource but also the fog resources that are provided by the end-users. The limitation with

this approach lies within single fog to cloud communication, which may not fit to the today’s

scenarios.

The proposed placement strategy in [14] uses First-Fit approach to find the suitable

FN for each parallel service modules. Extending the proposed scheme to fit the multi-fog

scenario could further increase the concurrency of the service execution. Similarly, in [15],

authors proposed the application placement strategy in fog computing environment taking

the Quality of Experience (QoE) into account. The proposed mechanism prioritizes the

users’ applications based on their requirements, intention, execution platform and other

users’ expectation parameters, which may slightly deviate from the QoS parameters. Au-

thors in [10] investigated the resource allocation problem from the security point of view

and proposed privacy-preserving resource allocation mechanisms for fog environments. The

proposed mechanism mainly revolves around the fog computing environment and may not

give efficient result in case of cloud environment.

Introducing the fog computing environment between the industrial cloud and the ter-
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minal devices, authors in [16] proposed a task scheduling algorithm, that ensures the task

completion time and optimizes the execution concurrency. However, the proposed algorithm

lacks the ability to utilize the computing resource available at the terminal of the nearby fog

devices. Similarly, considering the heterogeneous FNs, a scalable and decentralized schedul-

ing algorithm is presented by authors in [17] with the goal to minimize the service delay by

efficiently managing computation and communication resources of FNs.

2.2. Energy optimization

In order to offload the computation, while minimizing the energy consumption, authors

in [18, 19] proposed different strategies, that mitigate and handle the problem of growing

resource demand of IoT users. In [18], authors optimize the three major parameters: trans-

mission power of the diverse application, computation resource distribution among those

application and offloading decision. Similarly, authors in [19] optimize two QoS parameters:

energy consumption and computational time in sustainable fog-cloud infrastructure. To

meet the requirement of multi-fog and cloud environment the above proposed mechanisms

need to be extended significantly.

Based on the cost efficiency, authors in [20] investigated the cloud and fog resource

management problem. The problem is formulated and presented in a three-layer computing

environment. A double two-sided matching optimization model is designed keeping the high

cost-efficiency performance in mind. Similarly, with the min-max fairness guarantee, authors

in [21] proposed a sub-optimal resource allocation strategy that offloads the computational

task to minimize the energy consumption and delay cost. The strategy is to divide the

entire problem into offloading decision-making problem and resource allocation problem,

which are solved by semidefinite relaxation and randomization method and Lagrangian dual

decomposition method, respectively.

2.3. Real-world application specific

The resource management problem is also addressed considering diverse practical real-

life applications such as vehicular network [22, 4], smart grid [23, 24], smart Buildings
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[25, 26], smart manufacturing [16, 27], smart city [28, 29]. Authors in [22] presented an

adaptive resource management algorithm for vehicular networks with the goal to minimize

the transmission rate, delay-jitter and the upper-bound of delay. A model for the integration

of fog and cloud with smart grid is presented in [23], where the data flow and the request

forwarding for electricity to micro-grid are handled by FNs. Fog and cloud computing

environments are used for management of the smart building resources through different load

balancing algorithms in [25, 26, 30, 13]. From the application point of view, authors in [28]

show how the smart city resources can be managed by taking advantage of fog computing.

The fog computing model acts as the buffer and controller between cyber-physical world

and the cloud computing environment with the goal to reduce the coupling in computing

and maximize the utilization of resources.

3. System Model

The users’ request consists of multiple inter-connected tasks. An example of user’s re-

quest consisting of six tasks is shown in Figure 1b. Each task is further associated with a

certain amount of resource demand, fulfilled by the servers at fog and cloud environments.

Figure 1a shows the proposed hierarchy of users base at the bottom, FNs and cloud en-

vironment. Users access the services from the nearby FNs at the fog layer. For example,

User1 and User2 access the requested service from the FN F1. Between the fog layer and

the cloud environment, a Fog-Cloud Interface (FCI) is introduced. FCI is responsible for

(1) establishing a communication bridge between FNs and cloud and (2) establishing com-

munication interface among FNs. It is also assumed that the FCIs may be interconnected

among themselves. The communication among the FCIs enables the communication among

FNs. As presented in Figure 1a, FNs that are connected to FCI1 may communicate with

the FNs that are connected to FCI4 through FCI2. This allows the users, connected to FN

F1 under FCI4, to access the cloud resource through FCI2.

The placement and resource allocation strategy follows a bottom-up approach. As a

result, the users’ tasks are first forwarded to the fog environment. If the fog resources are

not enough to fulfill the demand, the users’ tasks are further forwarded to cloud. Due to
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Table 2: List of key notations and description

Notation Description
G = (V,E) Resource graph
V = {C,F1, F2, . . . } in MFC environment
C Set of servers in cloud environment = {s1c , s2c , s3c , .., snc

c }
Fi FN i in MFC environment
sifj Server i in FN Fj

~Pij Physical path between server smi ∈ Fk and smj ∈ Fl, k 6= l
~Hij Number of hops present in between the server smi ∈ Fk and smj ∈ Fl, k 6= l
Rx(sm1) Remaining resource of type x available at server sm1 ∈ V
α(sm1 , sm2) Available bandwidth available between server sm1 ∈ V and sm2 ∈ V
β(sm1 , sm2) Network latency on the physical link between server sm1 ∈ V and sm2 ∈ V
G′ = (V ′, E′) User’s application
V ′ Set of tasks in user’s application. V ′ = {v1, v2, ..., vn′}
E′ Set of edges between users’ tasks
ê(vi, vj) The boolean variable indicating if there is an edge existing from task vi to task vj
R̄x(vi) Resource demand of type x by task vi ∈ V ′
α′(vi, vj) Bandwidth demand between task vi and vj
β′(vi, vj) Maximum network latency allowed from task vi to vj
~β(smi , smj ) Network latency between the server smi ∈ Fk and smj ∈ Fl, k 6= l in MFC environment
κ The mean network latency between the cloud environment and the fog environment
Pi Priority of a task vi
Mi Makespan of a task vi
M̂i Normalized makespan of a task vi
P̂i Normalized Priority of a task vi
R̂i Normalized computing resource demand of a task vi

the proximity the network latency between user and fog server is very less compared to

the network latency between user and cloud. As a result, user can experience the real-time

performance of different services, for instance services such as online gaming service, online

video analysis service which depends on huge data exchange between user device and cloud

or FN, etc.

The relationship among the set of cloud servers, fog servers, and the users can be rep-

resented as a graph structure. The list of notations that are used through-out the paper

including the problem models in Section 4 and 5 is given in Table 2.

3.1. Resource Graph

The resources of both cloud and fog servers are represented in a graph structure, known as

resource graph. LetG = (V,E) be the resource graph, where V = {C,F} be the set of servers

available in both Cloud and Fog environment and E be the set of edges among those servers.
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Figure 2: An example of resource graph.

An example of such resource graph can be seen in Figure 2a. Further, C = {s1
c , s

2
c , s

3
c , .., s

nc
c }

be the set of servers available in cloud environment and F = {s1
f , s

2
f , s

3
f , .., s

nf

f } be the

servers available in nearby fog environment. In Figure 2a, the cloud environment consisting

of five servers, C = {s1
c , s

2
c , s

3
c , s

4
c , s

5
c}, and the fog environment consisting of three servers,

F = {s1
f , s

2
f , s

3
f}. For each server sm1 ∈ V , Rx(sm1) represents the remaining resource

available of type x ∈ {CPU,Memory}. Available bandwidth and network latency are the

two parameters that are associated with each physical edge e(sm1 , sm2). Let α(sm1 , sm2) and

β(sm1 , sm2) be the available bandwidth and network latency, respectively, on physical link

between server sm1 and sm2 , (sm1 , sm2) ∈ C or (sm1 , sm2) ∈ F . The mean network latency

between the cloud and the fog environment is represented by κ. Since the network latency

is assumed to be time-variant, the mean value is always considered during the placement

of the tasks. Further, it is assumed that there exists a physical link between each pair

of fog servers. For example the servers in Figure 2a are connected directly without any

FCI in-between. Mathematically, e(sm1 , sm2) = 1,∀(sm1 , sm2) ∈ F . In other words, the

fog servers are connected to each other in a complete graph. The other form of connection

i.e. incomplete graph fog servers is discussed in Section 5, where it is considered as each
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pair of fog servers may not be connected directly, as the servers may belong to different fog

environments in different geographical locations (e.g. in Figure 2b).

3.2. Task Graph

The users’ requests are assumed to be comprised of multiple inter-connected tasks, rep-

resented as Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), G′ = (V ′, E ′). An example of user’s application

is presented in Figure 1b, which consists of 6 tasks, V 1 − V 6. Let V ′ = {v1, v2, ..., vn′} be

the set of tasks and E ′ be the set of edges among tasks. Each task vi is associated with

resource demand of type CPU and memory, denoted by R̄x(vi), x ∈ {CPU,Memory}. Let

ê(vi, vj) be the boolean variable indicating if there is an edge existing from task vi to task

vj. The direction of the edge also represents the dependencies of task vj upon the task vi.

This dependency indicates that the dependent task vj cannot start its execution before task

vi, as task vj needs input from task vi. Since the tasks graph is modelled as DAG, the value

of ê(vi, vj) + ê(vj, vi) ≤ 1.

Taking the network resource demand into account, let α′(vi, vj) be the bandwidth demand

between the task vi and vj. In order to establish the smooth communication among the tasks,

let β′(vi, vj) be the maximum network latency allowed from task vi to vj.

4. Problem formulation

Considering the resource graph and the task graph, the main goal is to map or place the

interconnected tasks onto both cloud and fog servers such that the workload distribution

among the physical servers can be balanced and the network latency can be minimized.

The fog servers are given higher preference over the cloud servers while mapping process.

The mapping process comprises of two stages: Task mapping and task edge mapping. In

task mapping stage, all the tasks are mapped onto multiple servers. Here, we exploit the

opportunity to map multiple tasks from same task graph onto the same physical servers. As

a result; the number of physical servers involved is less than the number of tasks present in

the task graph. In the task edge mapping stage, all the edges between the tasks are mapped

onto the physical edges considering the network bandwidth and the network latency.
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4.1. Task-edge mapping

The boolean variable γic,j = 1, if the task vi is placed onto cloud server sjc, 0 otherwise.

Similarly, γif,k = 1 if the task vi is placed onto fog server skf , 0 otherwise.

The boolean variable Di1i2
m1m2

represents if the edge between task vi1 and vi2 is mapped

onto the physical edge among cloud and fog servers sm1 ∈ V and sm2 ∈ V . When a task edge

needs to be mapped onto the physical edge between one cloud server and one fog server, an

additional network latency κ would be considered. In order to differentiate the set of fog

servers and the cloud servers, the value of β(sm1
c , sm2

f ) = κ,∀sm1
c ∈ C, ∀sm2

f ∈ F must be

larger than the network latency between any two cloud or fog servers. Mathematically,

κ > max
0<m1,m2≤nc

{β(sm1
c , sm2

c )} (1)

κ > max
0<m1,m2≤nf

{
β(sm1

f , sm2
f )
}

(2)

A precise summary of the assumptions considered in the context of single FN and cloud

environment can be made as follows. A user’s request is assumed to be comprised of multiple

inter-connected tasks and hence no task is isolated from the other tasks in the same request.

The fog servers within a FN are connected and there exists a physical link between each

pair of fog servers. It is assumed that FCIs can communicate among themselves either over

wired or wireless network connection. The network connection in the whole multiFog-cloud

environment is time-variant.

4.2. Objective function

The problem of mapping the users’ interconnected tasks to cloud and fog environment

can be formulated as mixed integer linear programming problem. The main objectives are to

balance the workload by uniform distribution of the tasks and minimize the network latency.

Hence, the main objective can be divided into two sub-objectives: mapping the tasks to

the servers and virtual edges to the physical edges. The following equation represents the
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assignment of a task vi1 ∈ V ′ onto a fog or cloud server.

zvi1 =
∑
∀sm1∈V

(
γi1c,m1

+ ∆ ∗ γi1f,m1

)
∗ 1

Rx(sm1)
(3)

Similarly, the mapping of a virtual edge ê(vi1 , vi2) ∈ E ′ onto a physical edge can be repre-

sented as follows:

z(i1i2) =
∑

∀(sm1 ,sm2 )∈E

Di1i2
m1m2

∗ ê(vi1 , vi2) ∗
[
β(sm1 , sm2) +

1

α(sm1 , sm2)

]
(4)

Using the Equation 3 for task mapping and Equation 4 for virtual edge mapping, the

primary objective function for the user’s request G′ can be formulated as below.

Objective:

minZ =
∑
∀vi1∈V ′

zvi1 +
∑

∀(vi1 ,vi2 )∈E′

z(i1i2) (5)

Constraint:

γic,j + γif,k = 1, ∀sjc ∈ C, ∀skf ∈ F (6)

R̄x(vi) < Rx(sjc) ∗ γic,j +Rx(skf ) ∗ γif,k (7)

α(sm1 , sm2) > α′(vi1 , vi2) (8)

β(sm1 , sm2) < β′(vi1 , vi2) (9)

0 < ∆ < 1; 0 < i1, i2 ≤ nc; 0 < m1,m2 ≤ nf (10)

The objective function is of two folds:

• The first part of the function allows all the tasks to be mapped onto the physical

servers available at nearby FN and cloud. ∆ is used as a constant to encourage the

tasks to be mapped in fog servers instead of cloud servers. Since, the objective is to

minimize, the task will be mapped to the servers having maximum remaining resource.

Further, if two servers (one at FN and other at cloud) having minimum resources, the

task will be mapped to the fog server due the multiplication of ∆ constant.
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• The second part of the function (derived from Equation 4) minimizes network latency

while mapping the virtual edges to the physical edges. β(sm1 , sm2) in Equation 4

imposes additional network latency when two servers, sm1 and sm2 , are in different

computing environments. As a result, this discourages using any physical connec-

tion between cloud and fog as this would give a larger value of β. Minimizing the

term 1
α(sm1 ,sm2 )

in Equation 4 infers that the physical edges with maximum bandwidth

available are highly preferred for any virtual edge.

However, the solution must meet the following constraints.

• Constraint (6) ensures that all the tasks are mapped onto exactly one server. The

physical server must either be cloud server or fog server.

• Constraint (7) and (8), ensure that the tasks and the edges between the tasks are

mapped onto the physical servers and physical edges with enough remain resources

available.

• Similarly, Constraint (9) ensures that the required network latency is fulfilled by the

physical edge. On the other hand, Constraint (10) ensures that the value of ∆ must

lies between 1 and 0 to encourage the tasks to be mapped onto the fog server.

5. MultiFog-Cloud (MFC) Environment

In Section 4, the system consists of one cloud and one FN. For each user, the fog servers

are connected to each other forming a complete graph. However, in order to fit into the

real-scenario, a MultiFog-Cloud (MFC) environment is considered, as shown in Figure 1a,

where more than one FNs are deployed in different geographical locations. All the FNs are

directly or indirectly connected to each other. As a result, the fog servers in all FNs are

forming an incomplete graph and no fog server is unreachable from any other fog server.

5.1. Multi-Fog resource graph

As the system model, in Section 3, is updated, the resource graph can be represented

as V = {C,F1, F2, ....}. For example, in Figure 2b, two fog environments: f1 consisting of
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three servers and f2 consisting of two servers are connected to the cloud environment with

five servers. Each fog consists of multiple servers represented as Fi = {s1
fi
, s2
fi
, s3
fi
, ...}. Each

server is represented as sjfi , which indicates server j in FN Fi. |Fi| represents the number of

servers present in FN Fi. It is assumed that the number of servers in all FNs are not uniform.

In order to get the location of a server smj , the notation L(smj) is used. As the resource

graph is not complete, the term physical edge is different from physical path. Physical edge

can be defined as the direct link between two servers. On the other hand, a physical path is

the combination of multiple physical links connected to each other to transfer data from one

end to other ends. A physical link can be between FN and FCI, two FCIs, between FCI and

cloud. The term physical path is used when establishing a connection between two servers

from different FNs. The notation ~Pij is used to indicate the physical path between server

smi ∈ Fk and smj ∈ Fl, k 6= l. If both the servers belongs to same node, the path ~Pij is same

to the notation e(smi , smj). ~Hij indicates the number of hops present in between the server

smi ∈ Fk and server smj ∈ Fl, k 6= l. E represents the set of all physical edges and physical

paths present in the multi-fog and cloud environment. ~β(smi , smj) represents the network

latency between the server smi ∈ Fk and smj ∈ Fl, k 6= l. It is assumed that network latency

of any physical link is smaller than the network latency of any path. Mathematically,

max{β(smi , smj)|∀Fk, smiandsmj ∈ Fk} <

min{~β(smi , smj)|∀Fk, Fj, smi ∈ Fk, smj ∈ Fl} (11)

There is no relationship between network latency of a path between FN and cloud and the

network latency of fog paths.

5.2. Resource mapping in multi-fog environment

Considering the new multi-fog cloud model, the complexity of resource mapping problem

leverages when the mapping scope stretched from single-fog single-cloud scenario to multi-

fog single-cloud scenario. The user’s tasks can be mapped onto nearby fog, remote fog or

remote cloud computing environment. During mapping, multiple parameters need to be
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taken into account, such as the number of hops, network latency, workload distribution, etc.

The boolean variable γifj ,k = 1, if the task is placed onto the server k in the FN (except the

nearby FN) Fj, 0 otherwise. However, the boolean variable γ̂ifj ,k = 1, if task vi is placed

onto a nearby fog server skfj , 0 otherwise.

The task edges can be mapped onto the physical edge of physical path. In order to achieve

the goal of minimizing network latency, the physical edges are given higher preferences over

physical path while mapping the task edge. The boolean variable Dij
mkml

represents if the

task edge between task vi and vj is mapped onto the physical edge e(smk , sml) or the physical

path ~Pkl.

A precise summary of the key assumptions considered in the context of multi-fog and

cloud environment (in addition to the key assumptions in Section 3) can be made as follows.

The resource configurations/capacities in all FNs are heterogeneous. It is also assumed that

the network latency of any physical link is smaller than the network latency of any path.

Hence, the latency value between any FN and the corresponding FCI is smaller than the

latency value among FCIs and between FCIs and the cloud. The proposed work assumed

that the user assigns a priority to each task. When tasks are being scheduled, the effect of

resource availability fluctuation is negligible.

5.3. Objective function

Extending the objective function in Section 4.2, the problem of mapping the user’s task

graph onto multi-fog and cloud environment can be formulated as mixed integer linear

programming problem with the goal to minimize the total network latency and distribute

the workload among fog and cloud servers in a balanced manner. The tasks are mapped

in such a way that total network latency among tasks is minimum without violating the

computing resource demand.

From Equation 5, the mathematical formulation of single task vi1 ∈ V ′ mapping onto a
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physical server available at multi-fog single-cloud environment can be represented as

ẑvi1 =
∑
∀sm1∈V

(
γi1c,m1

+ γi1fj ,m1
+ ∆ ∗ γ̂i1fk,m1

)
Rx(sm1)

(12)

For further simplification, mapping virtual to physical edges is associated with two objec-

tives: minimizing the network latency and balancing the network workload. While mapping

a virtual edge, (vi1 , vi2), to a physical edge, the network latency can be calculated as below.

ẑ
(i1i2)
latency =

∑
∀(sm1 ,sm2 )∈E

{
ê(vi1 , vi2) ∗

(
Di1i2
m1m2
∗

β(sm1 , sm2) +Di1i2
m1m2

∗ ~β(sm1 , sm2) + ~Hsm1 ,sm2

)}
(13)

Similarly, the mathematical formulation for mapping a virtual edge, (vi1 , vi2), onto a physical

edge taking bandwidth availability into account can be represented as,

ẑ
(i1i2)
bandwidth =

∑
∀(sm1 ,sm2 )∈E

Di1i2
m1m2

∗ ê(vi1 , vi2)
α(sm1 , sm2)

(14)

Considering the Equations 12, 13, and 14, the previous objective function in Equation 5

can further be modified as follows.

Objective:

min Ẑ =
∑
∀vi1∈V ′

ẑvi1 +
∑

∀(vi1 ,vi2 )∈E′

[
ẑ

(i1i2)
latency + ẑ

(i1i2)
bandwidth

]
(15)

Constraint:

γifj ,m1
+ γifk,m1

≤ 1 (16)

β′(v1, v2) ≥ ~β(sm1 , sm2) (17)∑
∀vi∈V ′

γ̂ifj ,k ≥ 1 (18)
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In the first part of the function, servers available at nearby FN, other FNs, and the

cloud environments are considered while assigning a task. The second part of the objective

function focuses on mapping the virtual edges onto the physical edges. If no suitable physical

edge is available, a physical path consisting of multiple physical edges will be chosen (details

in Section 6). The number of hops and the network latency are collectively considered while

selecting a physical path. In addition to the constraints mentioned in Equations 6-10, the

objective function in Equation 15 must satisfy following constraints.

• Constraint 16 ensures that no task is mapped onto multiple FNs. On the other hand,

Constraint 17 ensures that the maximum allowed network latency of any task edge

ê(vi1 , vi2) is smaller than the corresponding physical path ~Pm1m2 .

• Constraint 18 ensure that at least one task is placed in the nearby FN. This would

allow the service provider to deploy the most critical task in the task graph onto the

nearby FN. This would also prohibit the service provider to place the entire task graph

in a very remote FN

6. Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we discuss the proposed novel Heuristic Resource Allocation and opti-

mization in MultiFog-Cloud (HeRAFC) algorithm, which works in a non-distributed manner

and the users requests are handled on FCFS manner. Figure 1a shows the architecture of

multiple fogs and cloud and Figure 1b shows an example of users’ application. As discussed

in earlier section, the job of this algorithm is to distribute the application tasks among

nearby FN, the FNs at multi-hop distance and the cloud. Each FN consists of multiple

interconnected fog servers and network devices such as switches, routers, etc.

Definition 1. 1-hop distance: A FN Fi is said to be at 1-hop distance from other FNs

∀Fj, Fi 6= Fj, if both the FNs, Fi and Fj, share same FCI. Taking Figure 1a into account,

for all the servers located in cloud C, all the FNs in FCI1, FCI2, and FCI3 are at 1-hop

distance, but not the FNs that are connected to FCI4. Similarly, FN F1 and F2 under

FCI1 are at 1-hop distance from each other.
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Definition 2. 2-hop distance: A FN Fi is said to be at 2-hop distance from other FNs

∀Fj, Fi 6= Fj, if the corresponding FCIs can communicate directly with each other without

cloud. For example, fog F1 under FCI1 is at 2-hop distance from all the FNs that are

connected to FCI2. Additionally, the servers in cloud C and the FNs connected to FCI4

are at 2-hop distance from each other.

Definition 3. n-hop distance: In general, two FNs are said to at n-hop distance, if

n, n > 0 number of FCIs are involved in the physical path between corresponding FNs. For

example in Figure 1a, the FN under FCI4 is at 3-hop (here n = 3) distance from the FN

F2 under FCI1.

Three major parameters associated with the users’ applications are taken into account:

makespan of the task, priority value of each task, and computing resource demand that

includes CPU and memory demand.

Definition 4. Task makespan: Makespan of a task vi, Mi refers to the time required to

execute the task, also referred to as the task’s execution time. This excluded the response

time. The makespan of the tasks can be used to derive the makespan of the application.

Definition 5. Priority value of task: Priority of a task vi, Pi, refers to how important

the task is. The value of Pi is decided by the user. Higher the value of priority, more

important the task is. Mathematically, a task v1 is said to be higher priority than the task

v2, if P1 > P2.

Based on above-mentioned three major parameters, the critical value of each task is

calculated. This work considers parameters with a wide range of values. For example,

makespan of a task is in time unit and the value may range from 1 to several thousands.

Similarly, memory resource demand value is in megabytes and the value may range from

hundreds to thousands. The value of CPU resource demand may reach up to 100 and the

priority of tasks can be of any discrete integer value. For such a diverse range of values,

it is necessary to normalize the values to a range of (0, 1], i.e. greater than 0 and less

than or equal to 1. Without normalization, a slight increase in one parameter may have a
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substantial impact on the final result. On the other hand, a significant change in another

parameter may result in a slight change in the final result. The normalized makespan of a

task is calculated as:

M̂i =
Mi

max{Mi|∀vi ∈ V }
(19)

Similarly the normalized priority value of a task can be calculated as

P̂i =
Pi

max{Pi|∀vi ∈ V }
(20)

Since computing resource refers to the CPU and memory demand which are in different units,

the normalized value of each type of resource demand is calculated followed by calculating

the average of both normalized values. Mathematically, the normalized CPU demand can

be calculated as:

R̂CPU(vi) =
R̄CPU(vi)

max{RCPU(sm1)|∀m1 ∈ {C,F1, F2, . . . }}
(21)

The normalized value of memory demand can be calculated as:

R̂mem(vi) =
R̄mem(vi)

max{Rmem(sm1)|∀m1 ∈ {C,F1, F2, . . . }}
(22)

Taking the value calculated using Equation 21 and 22, the normalized average weighted

computing resource demand can be calculated as follows.

R̂i =
Ωc ∗ R̂CPU(vi) + ΩmR̂mem(vi)

2
(23)

, where Ωc and Ωm are the constants, Ωc + Ωm = 1, 0 < Ωc,Ωm < 1. These constants are

used to assign preference values to CPU and mem resource.

Considering the normalized values calculated in Equation 19-23, the critical value of a

task is calculated. Weighted Multi-Dimensional (WMD) approach is followed, where each

parameter represents one dimension in a multi-dimensional space. In this context, the
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makespan, priority value and computing resource demand represent three dimensions of a

space. In this 3-Dimentional (3D) space, a task is represented as a 3D rectangular prism

object. The volume of such 3D rectangular prism object represents the critical value of that

corresponding task. However, in order to allow the service provider to give higher preference

to one parameter over other, a weight factor is used in the critical value calculation. The

critical value (or the volume of the 3D object) of a task vi can be calculated as

WV (vi) = (w1 ∗ M̂i) ∗ (w2 ∗ P̂i) ∗ (w3 ∗ R̂i), w1 + w2 + w3 = 1 (24)

6.1. HeRAFC algorithm

The whole process of the proposed resource allocation strategy can be divided into two

phases. In the first phase, the order of tasks, based on WMD approach, for deployment is

decided. In the second phase, suitable locations for each task is chosen.

6.1.1. Order of task

The WMD-based algorithm for deciding the order of tasks is presented in Algorithm 1.

The user’s application is taken as the input to this algorithm. The job of this algorithm

is to arrange the tasks in queue, which further would be followed to assign or map to the

fog-cloud environment. The detail description of this algorithm is presented in Section 6.2.

6.1.2. Location selection

In the second phase of the HeRAFC algorithm (as persented in Algorithm 2), the ordered

task queue is followed and for each task, a suitable location is searched, known as node

mapping. Location here refers to one FN or the cloud. Following this, all the edges among

tasks are mapped by finding the suitable path from the corresponding source to destination

environment where both the end tasks are already mapped. The detail description of this

algorithm is presented in Section 6.2.

6.2. HeRAFC description

User’s application and the information regarding the physical environment are provided

to Algorithm 2 as the input. The algorithm starts by invoking Algorithm 1 that would decide
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Algorithm 1: WMD-based Task order selection algorithm
Input: User’s application; MFC environment

1 ST ={Sort the list of tasks in ascending order based on the number of out-edges};
2 ProcessQ ={ } /* Order of tasks need to be deployed */ ;
3 TL ={Extract the list of tasks from ST with number of out-edges 0};
4 while True do
5 foreach task t ∈ TL do
6 Calculate critical value WV (t) using Equation 24;
7 Calculate number of out-edges OD(t);
8 MCV (t) = WV (t)/(OD(t) + δ) /*Calculate mean critical value of the task*/ ;

9 end
10 Sort TL based on their MCV in ascending order;
11 Append TL to ProcessQ ;
12 Append −1 to ProcessQ /* to mark the tasks in level */ ;
13 tmp = {Extract the list of parent tasks of TL from ST};
14 Remove all the tasks in TL;
15 Add the tasks in tmp to TL;

16 end

the order of the tasks that need to be followed in the location selection phase. Algorithm

1 starts by sorting the list of tasks based on the number of child tasks. To calculate the

number of child tasks of a parent task, the number of out-edges is calculated as in Line 1.

Out-edge refers to the number of outgoing edges from a task. From the sorted task list, the

tasks that are having out-edge value 0 or the task having no child are first selected, as in

Line 3. This means, the algorithm gives higher priority to leaf tasks while processing. This

way, this algorithm takes the tasks’ dependency into consideration.

For each extracted task,the mean critical value (which eventually follows WMD ap-

proach) is calculated, in Line 5-8, taking the ratio of critical value to the number of out-

edges. For the leaf node the number of out edges is 0. To avoid any Divide by Zero error, a

small constant δ is added to OD(t). The extracted list is further sorted based on the mean

critical value and appended to the process task queue, in Line 10 and 11, respectively. The

same process is applied to the parent task of the currently extracted tasks, as in Line 15.

Processing the tasks level-by-level is taken into account to ensure that the dependent tasks

(or the child tasks) are executed not before the execution of their predecessor tasks (or the

parent tasks). The time complexity of this algorithm is O(|V ′| log |V ′|) , where V ′ be the
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Algorithm 2: Resource Allocation in MultiFog-Cloud algorithm
Input: User’s application; MFC environment

1 ProcessQ =Queue of tasks decided by Algorithm 1;
2 Calculated the resource availability matrix RM ;
3 mapQ = {} ;
4 while True do
5 ETL ={Extract the list of tasks from ProcessQ until −1 in LIFO manner.};
6 foreach (task t in ETL) AND (t is not scheduled) do
7 CFL ={get the list of fogs or cloud where the child tasks are deployed};
8 nf = CFL;
9 if CFL == NULL then

10 nf =Nearby FN of user’s application;
11 end
12 Check if t can be deployed on any one of the fog or cloud in nf ;
13 if t deployed on nf then
14 Append t to mapQ and update RM ;
15 Continue with next task from Step 6 ;

16 end
17 oh ={Find the FNs or cloud that are one hop distance to the all fogs in nf};
18 Check if t can be deployed on any one of the fog or cloud in oh;
19 if t deployed on oh then
20 Append t to mapQ and update RM ;
21 Continue with next task from Step 6 ;

22 end
23 th ={Find the FNs or cloud that are two hop distance to the all fogs in nf} ;
24 Check if t can be deployed on any one of the fog or cloud in th ;
25 if t deployed on th then
26 Append t to mapQ and update RM ;
27 Continue with next task from Step 6 ;

28 end

29 end
30 E′ ={set of task edges that are connected to the tasks in ETL};
31 Sort E′ in descending order based on bandwidth demand;
32 foreach edge e ∈ E′ do
33 Find source and destination task, s & t;
34 sh = Find the FN or cloud where s is deployed;
35 th = Find the FN or cloud where t is deployed;
36 if sh 6= NULL OR th 6= NULL then
37 Find the shortest path from sh to th and map the task edge;
38 else
39 Ignore the current edge e;
40 end

41 end
42 Reset RM and continue with next set of tasks.;

43 end
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set of tasks (proof in Appendix Appendix A.1).

The output of Algorithm 1, ProcessQ, is further followed to map the tasks and the

edges. Each set of tasks are separated by −1 in ProcessQ, as in Algorithm 1, Line 12, can

be logically represents as the tasks in one level of the task graph. The set of tasks, ETL,

is first extracted from the ProcessQ, as in Line 5 in a Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) manner.

Extracting in LIFO would further ensure that the dependent tasks (or child tasks) are not

executed before the execution of predecessor tasks. This indicates that the root task in the

DAG will be the first one to get executed. For each task in ETL, the set of child tasks is

calculated followed by forming a list of FNs and cloud, CFL, that are hosting those child

tasks, in Line 7. The set of hosting environment, CFL is considered as nearby fog list, nf ,

in Line 8. However, in case of absence of no child task, the FN that is nearer to the user is

considered, as in Line 10. In Line 12 - 15, the current task is checked if this can be assigned

to any one of the nearby FNs list. If the amount of resource can be fulfilled by the anyone of

the FN or by the cloud, the task will be assigned to the selected FN or cloud and the same

process will be applied to next task. However, if no hosting environment is found in Line 12,

the list of FNs and cloud that are at one hop distance, oh from the child task is calculated,

as in Line 17. On calculation of the set oh, in Line 18 - 21, all the hosting environments

will be checked if the current task can be deployed. In case of availability of the resources

on any FN that can fulfill the demand, the current task will be assigned to the selected

FN or the cloud. Further, in case of failure of resource availability for the current task, the

hosting environments that are at two hops distance will be calculated in Line 23 and the

same process will be applied for checking the resource and assigning the task, as mentioned

in Line 24 - 27. This concludes the procedure for mapping the tasks on to different FNs and

cloud.

Upon mapping the set of tasks, ETL, the set of adjacent edges, E ′ in Line 30, will be

assigned, in Line 32 - 39. For each edge, e, the information regarding the source task and

the destination task are extracted from the task graph, in Line 33. If both the tasks are

already mapped onto the physical environment, the shortest path between the corresponding

hosting environment will be calculated and assigned to host the edge e, in Line 37. Upon
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mapping of both the set of tasks in one level of task graph and the edges among them, the

resource matrix will be reset, in Line 42. This is due to the fact that one level tasks can not

run in parallel to the other level of tasks (parent or child tasks) and need to be scheduled to

run in a sequential manner. Hence, upon completion of execution of one level of tasks, the

leased resources will be released for the set of tasks in the next level of the task graph. The

time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(|E ′| [log |E ′|+ |E|log(|V |)]) , where E and

E ′ are the set of physical edges and task edges, respectively and V is the number of cloud

and FNs ( proof in Appendix A.2).

7. Performance evaluation

In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm is discussed. Liu et al.

(DRACO) [4] and Shah-Mansour et al. (HFCCI) [5] algorithms are used to compare and

present the efficiency in terms of computing and network resource utilization in different

hosting environment, such as fog and cloud. FNs nearby can receive data from multiple

users in case of DRACO algorithm. By using game theory, HFCCI minimizes the number of

users and reduces energy costs while allocating cloud resources. Various performance ma-

trices are employed for evaluating efficiency, including the effect of tasks’ order on resource

utilization, a comparison of network resource utilization between fog and cloud environ-

ments, and tasks’ latency. The simulation uses a rule-based approach over a data-driven

ML-based approach. Rule-based approaches can be used to generate simulated environ-

ments that mimic the real-world. This uses predefined configurations and rules, and does

not require any historical data to fit the environment. On the other hand, a data-driven

ML-based approach needs historical data that fits the environment and the problem state-

ment. In the context of heterogeneous fog and cloud resource allocation and optimization,

the data related to historical performance of the computing and storage cluster, network

resource utilization, real requests from the users are difficult to acquire. To the best of our

knowledge, there are no such data available that fit the problem addressed in this paper.

This is the main reason why most of the research community and we preferred a rule-based

approach over a data-driven ML-based approach. In the following subsection, the detail
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information on simulation environment and the results obtained from the simulation are

presented.

7.1. Simulation environment

A Python-based discrete event simulator is used to simulate the proposed resource man-

agement algorithm. This simulation does not explicitly configure tasks to run on different

CPU cores. This is entirely dependent on the number of cores available and how the na-

tive operating system behaves. The resource configuration of the FCIs, fog, cloud and

the users’ applications are presented in JSON file. The applications are created dynami-

cally/programmatically. Separate JSON files are created for each user’s app, including the

tasks list, edges list, resource demand of tasks and edges, and other related information.

The detailed configuration of the simulation parameters are given in Table 3. Appendix

B, provides a statistical analysis of the entire environment consisting of users’ applications,

tasks, resource demand, FNs, FCIs, resource availability and priority, connectivity among

FNs, FCI and cloud, and network resource availability.

The MFC environment consists of 500 FNs that are connected to 200 FCIs. Each FCI

is connected to at least one FN, whereas a single FN is connected to precisely one FCI.

For each FN, the total amount of CPU capacity ranges from 50 through 100 and the values

are assigned by following a random distribution. The total memory (RAM) for each FN is

assigned randomly ranging from 200GB to 400GB, where the unit GB represents GigaByte.

The approximate computation power of a FN is calculated as MIPS (Million instructions

per second), which ranges from 3000 to 5000.

As discussed before, each FN is connected to exactly one FCI. The maximum network

bandwidth available between a FN and the corresponding FCI ranges from 300Mbps through

400Mbps. In this paper, it is considered that a FCI may directly communicate with another

FCI. In such a situation, there exist a network bandwidth capacity among FCIs, which

ranges from 400Mbps through 1000Mbps. Similarly, the bandwidth between FCIs and the

cloud range from 400Mbps through 1000Mbps. The network bandwidth unit is in Mbps

(Mega bits Per Second). It is assumed that latency value between any FN and the corre-
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sponding FCI is small than the latency among FCIs and between FCIs and cloud. Latency

values are assigned to the physical links by following a uniform distribution. The latency (in

millisecond) between FN and FCIs ranges from 50ms through 100ms. Similarly, the latency

values for rest of the physical links range from 100ms through 200ms. Technically, a task

can be hosted on 1-hop or at a multi-hop distance. However, in the current implementation

maximum number of hops is set to 2. This means there are a maximum of two FCIs and

no cloud are present in the physical path between any two FNs that are used to host user’s

tasks.

The maximum number of applications is set to 10000. For each application, random

number of tasks are generated ranging from 4 through 12. However, the total maximum

number of tasks for the entire simulation is set to 100, 000. For each task, the CPU and

memory demand range from 1− 4CPUs and 100MB − 1000MB, respectively. The aver-

age makespan of each task is 350ms with minimum and maximum makespan of 10ms and

1000ms, respectively. The network bandwidth demand of edges is ranging from 100Mbps

and 200Mbps. Similarly, the average latency demand among tasks ranges between 10ms and

50ms. The unit of latency is millisecond (ms). The minimum and maximum priority values

of a task are 1 and 5, respectively. The bandwidth and latency demand of a task ranges

between 100− 200Mbps and 10− 300ms, respectively. The number of edges within an ap-

plication is decided by a link probability of 0.6. This indicates the connectivity probability

among two task.

7.2. Simulation results

Following the discussion of simulation environment in above subsection, this subsection

presents the results of the simulation in more details. Figure 3 and Figure 4 provide the

resource utilization of fog and cloud environment, respectively. In this simulation imple-

mentation, resource refers to CPU, Memory and network bandwidth. Figure 3 shows the

comparison of resource utilization of proposed HeRAFC algorithm with DRACO [4] and

HFCCI [5] algorithms only in fog environment. Resource utilization is calculated as the

ratio of amount of resources allocated and the total resource capacity.
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Table 3: Simulation parameters for Fog-Cloud environment and users application

Simulation Parameters
Fog-Cloud Environment Users Application

Environment configuration file format JSON Application configuration file format JSON
Total number of FNs 500 Number of applications 5000-

10000
Number of FCIs 200 Number of tasks per application 4-12

Maximum number of tasks in the simula-
tion

100,000

CPU capacity per FN 50-100 Required vCPU per task 1-4
RAM (in GB) capacity per FN 100-200 Required RAM (in MB) per task 100-1000
Average MIPS per FN 250-400 Makespan of each task (in ms) 10-1000
Bandwidth between of FN and FCI 300-400 Mbps Priority of each task 1-5
Bandwidth between of FCI and cloud 400-1000 Mbps Edge bandwidth demand (in Mbps) 100-200
Bandwidth among FCIs 400-1000 Mbps Edge latency demand (in ms) 10-50
Latency between FN and FCI 50-100 ms
Latency between FCI and Cloud 101-200 ms
Latency among FCIs 101-200 ms
Maximum number of hops 2
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Figure 3: Comparison of only FOG resource utilization (a) CPU (b) memory (c) network bandwidth.

Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) show the average CPU, memory, and network bandwidth

utilization of FNs, respectively. X-axis represents the total number of applications ranging

from 5000 to 10000 and Y-axis represents the average resource utilization in percentage.

It can be observed that, Upon assigning 5000 applications using the HeRAFC algorithm,

the average CPU utilization of fog servers is approximately 35%, similar to the DRACO

algorithm. However, it is observed, the CPU utilization is approximately 33% in the case of

the HFCCI algorithm, as shown in Figure 3(a). Resource utilization continuously increases

when the number of applications increases to 8000. However, when the number of applica-

tions increases beyond 8000, the rate of increase slows down. It is observed that the average

CPU utilization is 66%, 60%, and 56% in case of HeRAFC, DRACO, and HFCCI algorithms,

respectively, when there are a total of 10 thousand applications. A similar pattern is also

observed in memory resource utilization. In case of the proposed HeRAFC algorithm the
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memory utilization of the fog environment increases from approximately 26% to 67%, when

the number of applications increases to 5000 to 10000. Figure 3(b) demonstrates that the

proposed HeRAFC algorithm outperforms DRACO and HFCCI algorithms. The memory

utilization of FNs is 60% and 58% when DRACO and HFCCI algorithms are applied, re-

spectively, when the number of applications is 10 thousand. Overall, the proposed HeRAFC

algorithm performs better than the others in utilizing the CPU and memory resources. This

is due to the underlined multi-fog environment where schedulers can take advantage of the

fog resources and hence assign a maximum number of tasks to the fog environment instead

of the cloud. However, DRACO and HFCCI do not take advantage of the nearby available

fog resources.

Figure 3(c), shows the average network bandwidth utilization of different algorithms with

the number of applications ranging from 10 to 100 within fog environment. As the number

of applications increases, the bandwidth utilization of all three methods also increases, but

each method has a different rate of increase. It is evident from the chart that HeRAFC

and DRACO have similar bandwidth utilization rates, while HFCCI has a lower bandwidth

utilization rate. In case of HeRAFC, the average network utilization ranges from 42% to

78% when the number of applications ranges from 5 to 10 thousand, which is more than

the network utilization obtained using other two related algorithms. This is due to the fact

that HeRAFC explores the other FNs that are at multi-hop distance to fulfill the resource

demand of application. As a result, the workload on the fog servers and the network among

FNs are relatively higher. The average network utilization within FNs in case of DRACO

and HFCCI are approximately 62% and 53%, respectively, when the number of applications

is 10 thousand. It is to be noted that out of all the applications, some of the applications

are hosted on FNs and rest are hosted on cloud environment. The resource utilization of the

cloud environment is provided in Figure 4.

The cloud resource utilization in the case of all three algorithms is presented in Figure

4. Using HeRAFC, the average cloud CPU utilization increases from approximately 28%

to 59% when the number of applications increases from 5000 to 10000, as in Figure 4(a).

However, in the case of DRACO and HFCCI algorithms, the average CPU utilization in-
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Figure 4: Comparison of only CLOUD resource utilization (a) CPU (b) memory (c) network bandwidth.

creases from 28% to 61% and from approx. 27% to 68%, respectively, with the same number

of applications. Evidently, the cloud CPU utilization using HeRAFC is less than that of

the other two algorithms, as the FNs (including those at a multi-hop distance) are given

higher priority over the cloud while assigning the applications. A similar trend can be seen in

Figure 4(b). The average memory utilization in the cloud environment using the HeRAFC

algorithm with 5000 applications is approximately 18%. In contrast, the memory utiliza-

tion values in the case of DRACO and HFCCI algorithms are approximately 20% and 21%,

respectively. Such a utilization pattern indicates a lesser dependency on the cloud. This is

because HeRAFC gives higher priority to the nearby and other FNs, letting fewer tasks be

offloaded to the cloud. The impact of such a strategy can also be seen in the significant

reduction of cloud network resource utilization, as discussed below.

The average network bandwidth utilization, as shown in Figure 4(c), refers to the uti-

lization of physical links that are attached to the cloud. When the number of applications

increases from 5000 to 10000, the average network bandwidth utilization using the HeRAFC

algorithm increases from 23% to approximately 40%, which is less than that of the other two

algorithms. For DRACO and HFCCI, the average network bandwidth utilization increased

to 47% and 52% when the number of applications is increased to 10000. The HeRAFC algo-

rithm gives higher preferences to the nearby FNs. As a result, the maximum number of task

edges are assigned to the physical path within FNs, leading to relatively lesser bandwidth

utilization in the cloud environment.
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The results in Figure 5 and 6 show the effect of weighted critical value (WV , as cal-

culated in Equation 24) and tasks’ priority on average network latency in Fog and in

cloud environments, respectively. In other words, we observed the average latency of tasks

with different priority and WV values. The value of WV depends upon three parameters:

makespan of the tasks (Equation 19), priority (Equation 20), and resource demand (Equa-

tion 23). By changing the value of w1 (weight for makespan), w2 (weight for priority),

and w3 (weight for resource demand), the value of WV can be changed. Four configura-

tions of w1, w2,andw3 are considered in the simulation. Under the first configuration, the

same weightage values (w1 = w2 = w3) are given to all the parameters (Figure 5(a)). Under

the second configuration, a higher weightage is given to the resource demand of the tasks

(w1 = 0.2, w2 = 0.3, w3 = 0.5), as shown in Figure 5(b). In the third and forth configurations,

higher importance is given to task’s priority (Figure 5(c)) and makespan (5(d)), respectively.

The latency value of a task is calculated by taking the average latency of out-going adjacent

edges. So in case of an edge from a task with Priority 1 (Pi = 1) to a task with priority 2

(Pi = 2), the value of Pi = 1 task is calculated by considering the value of latency of edge.

In other words, the latency of an edge is assigned to the source task and not the destination

task. In this simulation, the tasks with priority value 5 are given higher priority and the

minimum priority value of a task is set to 1. The priority values are assigned to the task

following a random distribution. Figure 5 shows the latency of different priority tasks within

the fog environment. The x-axis represents the total number of tasks, ranging from 50 thou-

sand to 100 thousand and Y-axis represents average latency of different tasks in milliseconds

(ms). It is observed that the average latency of the high priority tasks is always less than

that of the tasks with low priority value, under different configurations.

Under the first configuration, the average latency of tasks with Pi = 5 and Pi = 1 in only

fog environment is approximately 11ms and 93ms when the number of tasks is 50 thou-

sand. The latency of those tasks increases to approx. 34ms and 130ms when the number

of tasks increases to 10000, as shown in Figure 5(a). A similar pattern is observed un-

der the forth configuration, where a higher weightage is given to the makespan parameter

(w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0.3, w3 = 0.2). The average latency of the tasks with priority (Pi = 5) is ap-
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Figure 6: Latency of different priority tasks in Cloud environment under different weighted critical values
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prox. 8ms, whereas the latency of P=1 tasks is approx. 120ms when the number of tasks

is 50 thousand. From all the observations (Figure 5(a) - 5(d)), we can conclude that under

different configurations, the proposed HeRAFC algorithm gives a higher preference to the

fog environment while fulfilling the resource demand and other objectives.

Unlike Figure 5, Figure 6 shows the effect of weighted critical value (WV ) and the pri-

ority of tasks upon the average latency in the cloud environment. Figure 6(a) represents

the average latency when all the parameters are given equal weightage, i.e., w1 = w2 = w3.

Figure 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d) represent the average latency when a higher weightage is given to

resource demand, priority, and makespan parameters, respectively. Similar to the results in

Figure 5, it is observed that the tasks with higher priority have less latency. For instance, as

shown in Figure 6(a), the tasks with Pi = 5 and that are sent to the cloud environment have

an average latency of 55ms when the number of tasks is 50 thousand. The latency increases
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Figure 7: Percentage of tasks (of different priorities) allocated to only FNs and to MFC environments.

to 204ms when the total number of tasks increases to 100 thousand. On the contrary, the

have the average latency increases from 1200ms and 1810ms when the total number of tasks

with Pi = 1 increases from 50 thousand to 100 thousand. The similar patterns can be seen in

Figure 6(b) and 6(c), where the average latency of Pi = 5 tasks hosted in cloud environment

is approx. 61ms and 64ms when a higher weightage is given to resource demand and priority

parameters, respectively. Moreover, when the Pi = 5 tasks are increased to 100 thousand,

their average latency increases to approx. 213ms and 220ms under the same configurations,

respectively. Tasks with Pi = 1 have the maximum latency irrespective of the weightage

value of the parameters.

It is essential to investigate the percentage of tasks allocated to fog and cloud environ-

ments; the same simulation results are presented in Figure 7. The X-axis represents the

number of applications ranging from 5000 to 10000. The applications consist of different pri-

ority tasks. Y-axis represents the percentage of tasks (with specific priority values) assigned

to fog or cloud environments. Figure 7 consists of five sub-figures, each for specific priority

values. Figure 7(a) shows the percentage of Pi = 5 tasks processed by the FNs that might be

in the nearby location or at a multi-hop distance and by the cloud environment. Similarly,

Figure 7(b) and 7(c) represent the percentage of Pi = 4 and Pi = 3 tasks, respectively, that

are processed by the FNs and by the cloud environment. The simulation result in all those

sub-figures shows the tasks with higher priority are given higher preference to be processed

by the FN. For instance, out of all the Pi = 5 tasks (of 5000 applications), approximately
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Figure 8: Impact of tasks’ order on resource utilization: (a) average computing (CPU and memory) resource
utilization and (b) average network resource utilization.

80% of the tasks are processed by FNs and rest 20% are processed by the cloud. However,

when the number of applications increases to 10000, a decreasing percentage of the Pi = 5

tasks are handled by FNs, i.e., 70% of the tasks are processed by fog environment and the

rest are handled by cloud, as shown in Figure 7(a).

Similarly, in the case of Pi = 4 tasks, it is observed that approx. 70% of the tasks are

assigned to the fog environment and the rest 30% are assigned to the cloud when the total

number of applications was 5000. When the total number of applications increases to 10000

(i.e. number of tasks is 100 thousand), an approximately equal percentage of Pi = 4 tasks

are processed by FNs and by cloud environment, as shown in Figure 7(b). Figure 7(e) gives

a result that is opposite to the result in 7(a). In Figure 7(e), the maximum number of tasks

with Pi = 1 are handled by the cloud. When the number of applications was 5000, approx.

25% of the Pi = 1 tasks are processed by FNs and rest 75% of the Pi = 1 tasks are processed

by the cloud. The percentage of Pi = 1 tasks that are sent to cloud further increases to more

than 85% when the total number of applications increases to 10 thousand. This is due to

the fact that, when the number of applications increases, the number of tasks increases, and

their resource demand increases. However, the resource availability in the fog environment

is fixed to fulfill those increasing resource demands of all the tasks. As a result, there is a

higher chance of tasks being sent to the cloud environment.

Algorithm 1 decides the order of tasks to be followed while allocating the resources. This

paper also investigated the effect of tasks’ order on resource utilization, as shown in Figure
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8. Along with the WMD (Weighted Multi-Dimensional) approach, this paper investigated

resource utilization when the order of tasks is decided randomly and solely based on the

priority value. Figure 8(a) and 8(b) shows the computing and network resource utilization,

respectively. The X-axis represents the number of applications (ranging from 5000 to 10

thousand) and the Y-axis represents the resource utilization in percentage. In the case of

random order, the computing resource utilization ranges from approximately 20% to 50%

with the number of applications increasing from 5000 to 10000 (Figure 8(a)). Similarly, the

network resource utilization increases from 20% to 40%, when the number of tasks increases

from 5000 to 10000 (8(b)). A better result can be observed when the tasks are ordered solely

based on their priority values. The computing and network resource utilization increases

from 23% to 72% and 26% to 45%, when the number of tasks increases from 5000 to 10000.

However, with the proposed WMD order, resource utilization can further be improved. The

computing and network resource utilization increases from 30% to 86% and from 31% to

59%, respectively, which is better than the other two approaches. The user decides the tasks’

priority values, which do not include tasks’ resource demand and makespan values. This af-

fects the final resource utilization, as discussed before. Similarly, in the random order of

tasks, none of the parameters are given any priority/importance, resulting in a degraded

resource utilization compared to the WMD-based ordering tasks strategy.

7.3. Uncertainty Analysis

The impact of fluctuating resource availability at the FNs on the resource utilization is

analyzed and the results are presented in Appendix C.

7.4. Simulation time analysis

The time taken to handle different number of applications by both the algorithms is

observed and the results are analyzed and presented in Appendix D.

8. Conclusions and future works

In this paper, we investigated the problem of resource allocation to users’ applications

consisting of multiple dependent tasks in MultiFog-Cloud environment. The proposed HeR-
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AFC algorithm allows one FN to communicate with other FNs through Fog Cloud Interface.

As a result, the service providers are allowed to choose a FN that is at multi-hop distance

from the nearby FN to host and execute part of the application. Addressing the resource

allocation problem in such environment, the aforementioned problem is first formulated as

Integer Linear Programming problem and a novel heuristic HeRAFC algorithm is presented

that facilitates the users to decide the importance of one task over other through priority

values. For each task, the proposed algorithm explores the best hosting environment that is

close to the environment where the adjacent tasks are deployed considering the makespan, la-

tency and resource demand as the major parameters. To prove the efficiency, the simulation

results of HeRAFC algorithm and other related algorithms are compared and presented.

The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated in terms of different parameters

such as average latency in fog and cloud, resource utilization in fog and cloud etc.

In a similar manner to our previous work in [15], a small experimental testbed will be

used to implement the HeRAFC algorithm to make it more applicable to practical scenar-

ios while minimizing energy consumption and improving QoS. We will consider applying

the proposed HeRAFC to our proposed Indie Fog [7] architecture. Additionally, HeRAFC

should incorporate both FN mobility and end user applications. The development of a simu-

lated testbed for fog/edge computing is currently underway using an opportunistic network

emulator (STEP-ONE [3]), which allows us to use different mobility models. As part of our

future work, we will incorporate this dynamic behavior into HeRAFC.
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Appendix A. Time complexity of HeRAFC

Appendix A.1. Running time of Algorithm 1

Theorem 1. The time complexity of the Algorithm 1 is O(|V ′| log |V ′|) , where V ′ be the

set of tasks.

Proof. Algorithm 1 focuses on ordering of the tasks for deployment purpose. ST contains

|V ′| number of tasks. Sorting of |V ′| tasks based on the number of out-edges depends on the

sorting algorithm. This sorting time can be reduced to O(|V ′| log |V ′|) with QUICKSORT

algorithm, as in Line 1. Following this, extraction of the tasks in Line 3 would need a

constant time as the list of the tasks is already in the previous step. The looping block

from Line 5-8 would depend on the size of TL set. Furthermore, the sorting process in

Line 10 would consume the time-complexity of O(|TL| log |TL|). The extraction process in

Line 13 would consume a running time of O(|TL|). The outer while loop from Line 4-16

would depend on the maximum depth of the graph and hence would iterate for |V ′| (which

is nothing but the size of set ST ) number of times. This situation would occur if all the

tasks run in a sequential manner, resulting only one task in set TL in each iteration. The

running time of Algorithm 1 can be calculated as O(|V ′| log |V ′|) +O(|V ′|)), which can be

written as O(|V ′| log |V ′|), where |V ′| is the number of tasks.

Appendix A.2. Running time of Algorithm 2

Theorem 2. The time complexity of the proposed HeRAFC algorithm (Algorithm 2) is

O(|E ′| [log |E ′|+ |E|log(|V |)] , where E and E ′ are the set of physical edges and task edges,

respectively and V is the number of cloud and FNs.

Proof. Algorithm 2 depends on the output from the Algorithm 1 (Line 1), which is having a

running time of O(|V ′| log |V ′|), where |V ′| is the number of tasks. Calculation of availability

matrix takes a constant running time. The for loop at Line 6 iterate for each task in the

set ETL. For each task, finding the FNs (Line 6-29) that are in the communication range

of user, at 1-hop distance, and at 2-hop distance would take the running time of O(|V |),
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where |V | is the set of cloud and FNs as defined in Section 5. This process will be repeated

for |V ′| number of times, the total running time can be calculated as O(|V ′| ∗ |V |).

Sorting of edges of the task graph, as in Line 31, would take a running time ofO(|E ′| log |E ′|),

where |E ′| is the number of task edges. For every task edge, an existing shortest path algo-

rithm can be implemented. In Line 37, assuming that Dijkstra shortest path algorithm is

implemented to find the shortest path from FN sh to th, the worst case running time for

every task edge would be O((|V |+ |E|)log(|V |)), where |E| is the number of physical edges

among cloud and FNs. The looping block in Line 32 would iterate for |E ′| number of times

and hence the total running time can be calculated as O(|E ′| ∗ (|V | + |E|)log(|V |)). The

total running time of Algorithm 2 can be calculated as follows.

O(|V ′| log |V ′|) +O(|V ′| ∗ |V |) +O(|E ′| log |E ′|)

+O(|E ′| ∗ (|V |+ |E|)log(|V |))

= O(|V ′| log |V ′|) +O(|V ′| ∗ |V |) +O(|E ′| log |E ′|)

+O(|E ′| ∗ |V |log(|V |)) +O(|E ′| ∗ |E|log(|V |))

In case of a larger task graph, the number of task edges, |E ′|, increases significantly as

compared to the number of tasks, |V ′|. Similarly, when the number of cloud and FNs

increases, relatively the number of physical edges, |E|, increases significantly. Considering

this scenario, the total running time can be calculated as follows.

O(|E ′| log |E ′|) +O(|E ′| ∗ |E|log(|V |))

= O(|E ′| [log |E ′|+ |E|log(|V |)])

Appendix B. Simulated MFC environment and Applications

This section provides an in-depth understanding of programmatically generated appli-

cation and MFC environment that following several distribution functions. The entire sim-

ulation environment basically consists of two primary components: Applications and the
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Figure B.9: Analysis of the MFC environment (i.e. FNs, FCIs, and cloud) and their resource availability
and connectivity.

fog-Cloud environment. The resource configuration of the FCIs, fog, cloud and the users’

applications are presented in JSON file. Separate JSON files are created for each user’s app,

including the tasks list, edges list, resource demand of tasks and edges, and other related

information.

Appendix B.1. Fog-Cloud Environment

The MFC environment consists of 500 FNs that are connected to 200 FCIs. Each FCI

is connected to at least one FN, whereas a single FN is connected to precisely one FCI.

For each FN, the total amount of CPU capacity ranges from 50 through 100 and the values

are assigned by following a random distribution. The total memory (RAM) for each FN is

assigned randomly ranging from 200GB to 400GB, where the unit GB represents GigaByte.

The approximate computation power of a FN is calculated as MIPS (Million instructions

per second), which ranges from 3000 to 5000. As discussed before, each FN is connected to

exactly one FCI. The maximum network bandwidth available between a FN and the corre-

sponding FCI ranges from 300Mbps through 400Mbps. In this paper, it is considered that a
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FCI may directly communicate with another FCI. In such a situation, there exist a network

bandwidth capacity among FCIs, which ranges from 400Mbps through 1000Mbps. Similarly,

the bandwidth between FCIs and the cloud range from 400Mbps through 1000Mbps. The

network bandwidth unit is in Mbps (Mega bits Per Second). It is assumed that latency

value between any FN and the corresponding FCI is small than the latency among FCIs and

between FCIs and cloud. Latency values are assigned to the physical links by following a

uniform distribution. The latency (in millisecond) between FN and FCIs ranges from 50ms

through 100ms. Similarly, the latency values for rest of the physical links range from 100ms

through 200ms. Technically, a task can be hosted on 1-hop or at a multi-hop distance. How-

ever, in the current implementation maximum number of hops is set to 2. This means there

are a maximum of two FCIs and no cloud are present in the physical path between any two

FNs that are used to host user’s tasks.

Figure B.9(a) and B.9(b) present the computing resource and network resource distri-

bution, respectively, among the FNs. Figure B.9(a) shows the average CPU and memory

resource availability among the FNs. Though the minimum and maximum CPU resource

assigned to a FN is 50 and 100, respectively, the average CPU resource available is ap-

proximately 75 and 73 when there are 50 and 500 FNs, respectively. Similarly, the average

memory resource available ranges between 145GB and 150GB with the same number of FNs,

as shown in Figure B.9(a). Figure B.9(b) represents the relationship between the number of

FNs and the average bandwidth and latency with the connected nearby FCI. The x-axis of

the figure represents the number of FNs, while the y-axis represents the average bandwidth

and average latency with FCI as two separate series. The figure shows that as the number

of FNs increases, the average bandwidth with FCI remains relatively constant, fluctuating

around the value between 348Mbps and 353Mbps. However, the average latency with FCI

also shows a slightly increasing trend, from 75.4ms for 50 FNs to 75.6ms for 500 FNs, with a

maximum of 76.2 for 350 FNs. This means that as the number of FNs increases, the average

latency with FCI slightly increases, but it remains relatively low overall. Figure B.9(b) in-

dicates that increasing the number of FNs has little impact on the average bandwidth with

FCI, while it slightly increases the average latency with FCI.
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Figure B.9(c) and B.9(d) show the relationship of the FCIs with the number of FNs and

the network resource availability with the cloud. In Figure B.9(c), the x-axis denotes the

number of FCIs, while the left y-axis represents the total number of FNs and the right-side

y-axis represents the average number of FNs that are connected to the FCI. This shows how

the FCIs are distributed and connected with all the 500 FNs in the simulated environment.

The total number of FNs connected to the FCIs is constantly increasing and as expected,

498 number of FNs are connected to at least one FCI. In the simulated environment, only

two FNs are directly connected with cloud. In other words, two FNs have no nearby FCI.

The average number of FNs that are connected to the FCIs ranges between 2.4 and 2.6, as

shown in Figure B.9(c). Each connection between an FCI and the cloud is associated with

a certain amount of network bandwidth and latency, as shown in Figure B.9(d). The mini-

mum and maximum network bandwidth available with any pair of FCI and cloud connection

is 400Mbps and 1000Mbps, respectively. However, the average bandwidth available among

FCIs and the cloud ranges between 720Mbps and 740Mbps. Similarly, in the simulated en-

vironment, the average latency between FCI and cloud ranges between 145ms and 150ms,

as shown in Figure B.9(d).

Appendix B.2. Users Application

The maximum number of applications is set to 10000. For each application, random

number of tasks are generated ranging from 4 through 12. However, the total maximum

number of tasks for the entire simulation is set to 100, 000. For each task, the CPU and

memory demand range from 1− 4CPUs and 100MB − 1000MB, respectively. The aver-

age makespan of each task is 350ms with minimum and maximum makespan of 10ms and

1000ms, respectively. The network bandwidth demand of edges is ranging from 100Mbps

and 200Mbps. Similarly, the average latency demand among tasks ranges between 10ms and

50ms. The unit of latency is millisecond (ms). The minimum and maximum priority values

of a task are 1 and 5, respectively. The bandwidth and latency demand of a task ranges

between 100− 200Mbps and 10− 300ms, respectively. The number of edges within an ap-

plication is decided by a link probability of 0.6. This indicates the connectivity probability
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Figure B.10: Analysis of the applications and their tasks including the priorities and resource demand.

among two task.

Figure B.10 gives an insight into the applications and their tasks, including the priorities

and the resource demand. Figure B.11a shows the total and average number of tasks with

different priority values. The priority values are assigned to the tasks in a programmatic

manner. From Figure B.10(a), it can be observed that there are a total of 19154, 20463, and

21184 number of tasks having priority 1, 2, and 3. With a priority value 4 there are a total of

17123 number of tasks. In the entire simulation, the highest number of tasks have a priority

value 5, i.e. 22076 tasks. The average number of tasks per application with a specific priority

value is also analyzed and presented in the same figure. An average of 1.5 number of tasks

per application are with priority 4, which is the lowest. On the other hand, an average of

3.75 number of tasks per application have the priority 5, which is the maximum, as shown

in Figure B.10(a). Figure B.10(b) gives the tasks’ resource configuration and makespan in-

formation with their priority. It can be seen that the tasks with priority 3 are having highest

CPU and memory demand, which is 3 and 550MB, respectively. Moreover, such tasks have

comparatively lower makespan requirement, which is 503ms. The tasks with priority 2 and
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4 have the higher makespan requirement of 505.8ms and 505.9ms, respectively.

The applications with average priority and the average number of tasks are also analyzed

in Figure B.10(c). It can be observed that the average priority of the applications ranges

between 2.5 and 3.5. The average number of tasks of 5000 applications is 7.5, whereas this

number is reduced to 6.9 when all the 10 thousand applications are taken into account. The

applications are further analyzed in terms of their resource (CPU, memory) demand and

makespan requirement in Figure B.10(d). The average CPU demand with a different number

of applications ranges between 1.7 and 3.0, whereas the memory demand ranges between

540MB and 550MB. The average makespan requirement of all 10 thousand applications is

500.6ms. The pattern shows that the distribution of CPU demand, memory demand, and

makespan requirements are independent of each other.

Appendix C. Uncertainty Analysis

Appendix C.1. Uncertain resource availability impact on utilization

Figure C.11 represents the relationship of fluctuation of resource availability, including

network bandwidth and latency among FNs, FCIs, and cloud with their utilization. In other

simulation instances, the HeRAFC algorithm takes the resource availability values of the

entire environment, which remains unchanged until the algorithm handles the last applica-

tion. For example, suppose the CPU availability of a FN is 75% of its maximum capacity

before HeRAFC starts processing the first application. In that case, CPU availability remain

unchanged until the last application, provided no task is assigned to that FN.

It is implemented in a way that when the proposed algorithm starts, the resource avail-

ability at FNs and at the cloud is not 100% to represent a real-life scenario. In this simu-

lation, the distribution of resource availability follows a random distribution. As shown in

Figure D.12c, the total simulation time required to assign 10000 applications is approxi-

mately 230sec. However, in this simulation, we randomly modify the resource availability of

FNs and cloud at an interval of 20sec, as shown in Figure C.11. The X-axis of all subfigures

represents the time interval at which the resource availability of the entire environment is

modified.
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Figure C.11: Comparison of only CLOUD resource utilization (a) CPU and memory availability, (b) Band-
width availability, (c) Latency (in ms), (d) CPU-memory utilization (in %), (e) Bandwidth Utilization (%),
(f) Average latency of tasks (in ms).

Figure C.11(a) shows the modified CPU and memory resource availability at different

time intervals. It can be seen that the initial CPU and memory resource availability at

FNs was 45% and 74%. After 20sec, the CPU and memory configurations of the FNs were

changed to 67% and 79%, respectively. A similar pattern can be seen in Figure C.11(b),

where bandwidth among FNs and FCIs (Blue solid line) and bandwidth among FCI and

cloud (Red solid line) resource availability is modified. Bandwidth availability among FNs

and FCI ranges between 35% and 89% across the entire simulation. On the other hand, band-

width among FCIs and cloud ranges between 45% and 70%. As shown in Figure C.11(c), the

latency value, calculated in milliseconds, among FNs and FCI is modified at every 20sec,

and the value varies between 70ms and 80ms. Similarly, the latency among FCIs and cloud,

at every 20sec, ranges between 140ms and 150ms.

Under the above uncertain resource availability, Figures C.11(d) - C.11(f) represent the

impact on resource utilization. It is observed that such uncertain conditions and fluctuated

resource availability have a higher negative impact on utilization. Figure C.11(d) shows the
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CPU and memory utilization of the FNs. In comparison with the results in Figure 3a and 3b,

it is observed that the CPU and memory resources are being underutilized by approximately

10%. This can be observed in the figure where the maximum CPU and memory utilization

are less than 60% each. At the same time, this utilization is observed to be more than 65%,

as in Figure 3a and 3b.

A similar pattern is observed in the case of network bandwidth utilization. The maximum

bandwidth utilization among FNs and among FCI and cloud is observed as 78% and 40%, in

Figure 3c and 4c, respectively. However, this utilization is reduced by more than 10% when

the bandwidth resource availability fluctuates, as shown in Figure C.11(e). The bandwidth

utilization is less than 67% among FNs and FCI, and the utilization among FCI and cloud

is less than 30%. The uncertain latency among FNs, FCI, and cloud is also analyzed and

presented the results in Figure C.11(f). The latency of the network communications among

FNs and FCIs increases from 155ms to 300ms while processing all the applications by HeR-

AFC algorithm, which is more than 30% increase from the previous result, shown in Figure

5. Similarly, the minimum latency among FCIs and cloud is 1570%, which is more than

approximately 30% of the previous result, as shown in Figure 6. Overall this observation

indicates that latency is the worst-performing parameter among others when the network

communication becomes very unstable and fluctuates over time.

Appendix D. Simulation time analysis

Figure D.12 helps in visualizing the performance of Algorithm 1 and 2 in terms of sim-

ulation time taken for different numbers of applications, ranging from 5000 to 10000. The

number of tasks ranges from 4 to 12 per application. However, the maximum number of tasks

is set to 100 thousand. The x-axis represents the number of applications, while the Y-axis in

all the sub-figures shows the simulation time. The results suggest that the total simulation

time for both algorithms increases as the number of applications increases. Figure D.12(a)

represents the time taken by Algorithm 1 and 2 to process a certain number of applications.

For instance, as in Figure D.12a, when there were 5000 applications, Algorithm 1 takes a

total of approximately 5 seconds, while Algorithm 2 takes more than 100 seconds. Similarly,
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Figure D.12: Simulation time by Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 and by both combined.

when the number of applications increases to 10000, Algorithm 1 takes approx. 10 seconds,

while Algorithm 1 takes more than 220 seconds. It is observed (also expected) the total

simulation time taken by Algorithm 2 is consistently higher than that of Algorithm 1, across

all tested scenarios.

Similar to the above results, the average time to handle an application by Algorithm 1

and 2 is also observed and presented in Figure D.12(b). Algorithm 1 takes an average of

1.5ms when the number of applications is 5000, whereas Algorithm 2 takes an average of

more than 20ms for the same number of applications, as shown in Figure D.12(b). Algo-

rithm 1 and 2 took an average of 1.25ms and 21.9ms per application, respectively, when

the number of applications increases to 10000. Unlike Figure D.12(a), presenting the time

taken by individuals algorithms, Figure D.12(c) presents the average and total time taken

by both the Algorithms 1 and 2. Figure D.12(c) shows that approximately 114sec is required

to process 5000 applications, with an average of 21ms per application. When the number of

applications increases to 100000, a total of 228sec (with an average of 23ms per application)

is required to assign those applications to fog and cloud environments, as shown in Figure

D.12(c). Overall, the Figure D.12 provides a comparison of the simulation time performance

of two algorithms for different application scenarios.
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